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Abstract
Against the background of facilitating the urbanization process and driving economic
growth after China’s reform in the 1980s, relocating farmers from long-established villages to
new, concentrated urban neighborhoods has become a common practice. In this entirely new
living environment, resettled residents’ perceptions and use of public spaces can be different
from their urban counterparts. Taking the Yanming neighborhood in Shaanxi Province as a case,
this study seeks to understand how resettled farmers are involved in the social production of
the public spaces, manifested by their usage and transformation of space.
Through observations of public spaces, interviews with residents, planners, and
neighborhood staff, as well as questionnaires gathered from residents, the types of planned
public spaces, activities that take place, and residents’ spatial transformation practices are
summarized. This study reveals a diversity of spontaneous deployment of public spaces by
residents, categorized by the adaptation of existing space and the creation of new space. In this
social production process, residents are both being disciplined by and resisting the imposed
forms in the physical environment. There is a mismatch between the spatial form adapted by
resettled residents and the prescribed space of the resettlement neighborhood, and this
incompatibility produces a hybrid reality that indicates an incomplete urbanization process.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
China has experienced rapid economic growth and urbanization ever since its reform in
1978. However, this process has witnessed the large-scale expansion of cities into their
surrounding rural areas as well as the land acquisition for urban development. Ever since the
commercialization of the housing market and the tax reform in the 1990s, the expansion
became more pronounced. The encroachment of rural land and the removal of natural villages
was driven by the pursuit of economic growth, and the suburban and rural landscape quickly
changed. One of the common practices of the local government is to relocate farmers from
long-established villages into new, concentrated urban neighborhoods, in order to better
facilitate the urbanization process. Generally, this is a top-down and involuntary practice (Zhang
et al., 2018).
Resettlement Policy is formulated both at the national level and local level. However,
despite the existence of a certain level of compensation and humanized considerations, the
rural-urban transition forced resettled villagers to adapt to challenging situations in multiple
facets of their lives. An abundance of research to date has identified that landless farmers are
generally facing employment difficulties. Farmers often engage in non-agricultural work as they
are no longer guaranteed with agricultural income, and get lower income due to a lack of
necessary skills and low education levels (Xie, 2019). Drastically different from the original rural
setting, the new neighborhood with multi-story residential buildings and concentrated open
space requires resettled villagers to switch to a new urbanized lifestyle. Influenced by the
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physical environment, resettled villagers can also experience substantial changes in the scope
and composition of their social relations that might lead to segmented integration into the new
urban environment (Zhang et al., 2017).
This study will focus on resettlers’ adaptation to the physical environment. Some scholars
have identified the phenomenon that resettled villagers tend to deploy and reproduce the
predefined space to continue some forms of rural lifestyle (Xu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2016). Apart from adaptation, these behaviors are deemed as certain forms of resistance
to the imposed norms of design and management. Building upon these findings, this study
attempts to understand the social production of public space by villagers in resettlement
neighborhoods and also discuss the reason for residents to become involved in such
transformation activities. The research question is: How do residents use and transform the
public space in resettlement neighborhoods?
The resettlement neighborhood selected for study is Yanming neighborhood located in
Xi’an City in Shaanxi Province, China. It accommodates 658 farmers from Dayanta Village,
located within the geographic scope of the “Reconstruction Plan of the North Square of Dayanta
Pagoda and its Surrounding Area.” This project was initiated by Xi’an City in 2003. The main
purpose was to preserve the historic spot, Dayanta Pagoda, and reconstruct a tourist block
around it that would demonstrate the architectural styles of the Tang Dynasty. It also served as
a pioneer for the subsequent development of the Qujiang District as a national base for the
cultural and tourism industries.
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This study is primarily qualitative in research design based on observations and interviews. I
conducted on-site observations of the public space, as well as activities that were taking place in
the public space of Yanming neighborhood. I also did interviews with relevant stakeholders,
including neighborhood staff, planners, and residents who were involved in the social
production process. The research is supplemented by quantitative data about residents’ use and
transformation of public space. I collected the data by distributing questionnaires to 31
residents who have engaged in the transformation activities of public space in the
neighborhood.
The topic of resettlement is worth studying because it is, and will be, affecting the wellbeing of a vast number of people. According to the conservative estimate of Li (2011), there
have been at least 50 million landless farmers since 2008, equivalent to the population of a big
country in Europe. This number will be doubled to 100 million by 2020 based on an estimate
from the Ministry of Natural Resources in China (MNR, 2009). While a body of literature has
studied this phenomenon, very few studies directed a detailed focus on residents’
transformation of public spaces in the new concentrated residential area. Meanwhile, the
resettlement case is selected from Shaanxi province in northwestern China, an underdeveloped
area that has been generally neglected by the research on this topic. Therefore, this thesis will
help shed new insights for planners to accomplish more localized, humanistic spatial planning
and design of such communities.
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Research Design
Study Location Selection
In the selection process, I consulted a planner of Shaanxi Xiandai Architecture Design and
Research Institute, who has experience in resettlement neighborhood design projects, and a
resettled villager who has extensive knowledge of the distribution and basic conditions of local
resettlement projects. Before determining the study location, I conducted three preliminary site
visits to eight resettlement neighborhoods distributed in three districts in Xi’an City.

Yanming
Neighborhood

Fig. 1: Location of Yanming neighborhood (source: Google Earth)

The Yanming neighborhood is finally selected based on the following reasons. First, it is
located in Xi’an City, the capital of Shaanxi Province. Compared with surrounding cities and
towns, Xi’an City demonstrates a higher urbanization level. Therefore, the shift of the living
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environment faced by resettled villagers is more drastic, and the demonstration of their
adaptation behaviors or transformation of public space might be more evident. Second, the
establishment of Yanming neighborhood dates back to 2006, potentially a length of time for
residents to have engaged in the transformation of the public space. Third, compared with
those in other neighborhoods, public space in Yanming neighborhood is more plentiful and
diverse. These characteristics create a favorable condition to accommodate and generate
residents’ various activities.
Public Space Observation
In Yanming neighborhood, I first observed the overall configuration and location of public
space. At the same time, I identified physical transformations of public space accomplished by
residents and recorded them by photos. In these spaces, permanent or temporary physical
elements have been added, subtracted, altered, or replaced.
Based on my familiarity with this neighborhood, I further selected two major public spaces
to conduct a more detailed observation. I sat on a bench at the periphery and took notes of
activities taking place, the number of people doing each activity, and locations of those
activities for 20 minutes at each site. The two sites I selected were small enough to observe
where and how people engaged in what activities. To form a comprehensive understanding of
residents’ activities, I set the observation time periods in the morning, afternoon, and evening
respectively on weekdays and weekends. For weekdays, the observation was conducted in the
morning (9:00 AM to 10:00 AM) and the evening (6:30 PM to 7:30 PM) on a Wednesday (Jan. 1,
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2020), and in the afternoon (3:00 PM to 4:00 PM) of a Friday (Jan. 3, 2020). During the
observation on weekdays, I noticed more people were coming out for lunch at noon. Therefore,
I adjusted the observation time for weekends. I observed the site during 10:30 AM and 11:30
AM in the morning, 12:00 PM and 1:00 PM in the afternoon of a Sunday (Jan. 5, 2020), as well
as 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM in the evening of a Saturday (Jan. 11, 2020).
However, due to the freezing weather in winter, the number of people engaging in outdoor
activities was relatively small. Meanwhile, the Chinese Lunar New Year was approaching during
the study time and some residents had already traveled to their hometowns. Therefore, the
activity counts, as well as the types of activities observed in those public spaces, were limited.
Interview
Semi-structured, in-person interviews were conducted with the neighborhood leader, four
residents who have engaged in the transformation activities, and one planner of Shaanxi
Xiandai Architecture Design and Research Institute. These interviews were formal and lasted for
at least 35 minutes. Interviews with the neighborhood leader and three residents were set up in
a private room of an internet bar opened by a resident in this neighborhood. For a resident who
went back home, I did a phone interview with him. For the planner, I conducted an interview at
her office on a weekend. I also ended up with three informal interviews with residents by having
on-site conversations for up to 10 minutes each.
A snowball sampling was adopted in the study. However, different from what I initially
thought, it was the resident I first interviewed instead of the neighborhood staff who connected
6

me to other residents. The neighborhood leader was reluctant to do this favor because, from his
viewpoint, this action would signify approval, or at least an acquiescence, to residents’
spontaneous transformation of public space. Such actions are prohibited by the neighborhood.
Questions for each interviewee were centered on the following aspects. While I asked all
interviewees to express their opinions on the physical design of Yanming neighborhood or other
resettlement communities, each interview emphasized different topics. For the neighborhood
staff, I asked him about the transformation of public space he encountered during management
and his opinions towards these activities. For residents, I mostly got information about their
usage of public space, including the frequencies, times of a day, and whether they come with
other participants. I also invited them to detail their transformation of public space and express
the reasons for their involvement in such activities. Finally, from the planner, I got some
valuable information on the general planning and design process of a resettlement
neighborhood.
Questionnaire
Considering the limited activities that were observed in an unfavorable season like winter, I
sent out online questionnaires in late February to 31 residents who have involved in the
spontaneous transformation of public space in Yanming neighborhood. The distribution and
collection of questionnaires have been assisted by a resident. Among the 22 male respondents
and 9 female respondents, 6 people are between the ages of 18 and 30, 16 are between 31 and
45, and 8 are between 46-60. Only one respondent is under the age of 18. Apart from 7
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respondents who earned associate degrees, the highest education level of the rest are all equal
or below the high school. In terms of employment, while 19 respondents have occupations as
salesmen, drivers, and self-employed households, 12 respondents indicate that they don’t have
a job. Therefore, the average monthly income level is relatively low, as 19 respondents earn less
than 2500 RMB (equaling 350 US dollars) per month.
The questionnaire consists of five sections. The first section collects the information on
some basic conditions of participants, including their gender, age, current occupation, average
income per month, and income sources. The second part centers on residents’ use of existing
public space. It gathers data on the types of public space residents use, the time and duration of
a day they spend in the public space, and the activities they generally do in those places. The
questions related to residents’ social production public space are listed in the third section.
Residents were asked to identify how they have transformed the public space, the reasons they
involved in such action, as well as the positive and negative impact they perceive such action
would bring to the neighborhood and other residents. The fourth and fifth sections asked
residents’ use of public space when they lived in Dayanta village, and their suggestions on the
design of public space in Yanming neighborhood, respectively.
Structure and the Scope of the Thesis
This thesis includes five chapters in total.
Following the research introduction, a literature review in Chapter 2 establishes a
theoretical and methodological base for this study. Reviewing and analyzing the theory of the
8

production of space delineates the complex nature of space that embodies both physical and
social attributes. Meanwhile, a section is devoted to the definition and contextualization of
public space, as well as the categorization, influential factors, and measurement of the usage of
public space. In understanding the social production process, it is equally important to possess
knowledge of the resettlement farmer’s adaptation to the urban lifestyle at present.
Chapter 3 then reviews the local context and resettlement policy in Xi’an City, briefly
analyzes the role of local government in the production of resettlement space, and introduces
in detail of Yanming Neighborhood that is being studied in this thesis. The research observation
summary, survey result, and interview interpretations are presented in Chapter 4 by looking at
both residents’ use and their transformation of existing space. While the former could be
regarded as residents are being disciplined by the built environment, the latter indicates that
residents are resisting certain imposed norms. Finally, based on the outputs of previous
chapters, Chapter 5 closes the thesis with conclusions, recommendations, limitations of this
research, and opportunities for future research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The Theory of the Production of Space
The rural-urban transition of resettlement involves the reconstruction of both the physical
space and the social space, and the theory of “the production of space” could be applied to
analyzing such a process. This theory was proposed by a French neo-Marxist, urban theorist and
sociologist, Henri Lefebvre, who wanted to advance a Marxist approach that move forwards
from stressing products (structural Marxism) to production (Fuchs, 2019). In understanding the
production of space, Lefebvre’s theory considers space as both a product (a thing) and a
determinant (a process) of social relations and actions (Zieleniec, 2008). The key idea Lefebvre
expresses in his book The Production of Space (1991[1974]) is that humans produce not only
social relations and use-values, but also social space. Lefebvre contends that space is not only a
social product that “serves as a tool of thought and of action” but also “a means of control, and
hence domination, of power.” (26) He further elaborates that every society with a mode of
production produces its own space (31), and such social space incorporates social actions of
subjects, both individual and collective (33).
Lefebvre also considers the historical context as fundamental in the analysis of the
production and development of space: “The preconditions of social space have their own
particular way of enduring and remaining actual within that space…The task of architectonics is
to describe, analyse and explain this persistence.” (228) Therefore, it is necessary to take the
local context into consideration when approaching the resettlement neighborhood, especially
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those elements that are relevant to the original livelihood and lifestyle of resettled residents.
One important contribution that Lefebvre has made to the theory of space is his “Spatial
Triad,” and it is useful for analyzing the role of each stakeholder in the production of
resettlement neighborhood. Lefebvre believes there are three necessary elements, or practices,
for the production of space, namely, representation of space, spatial practices, and spaces of
representation. They act together in the process of production. Representations of space
constructs a fact that dominant space in society is “tied to the relations of production and to
‘order’ which those relations impose…” (33) This practice could be interpreted as the
“conceived space,” where Lefebvre attempts to argue that those who have the power over
conceptualizing the space, including professionals, technocrats, and policymakers, control how
spaces is represented and impose their ideology in the space. The second arm of the Spatial
Triad is spatial practices, referring to the interaction of individuals or groups that occur in and
across space (Zieleniec, 2008). Based on its life experience, values, and understanding of how
the world works, a person might choose its own way of their usage of space and interact with
others. In contrast, spaces of representation, or representational space, are in essence, the lived
space of “inhabitants” and “users” (Smith, 1991). They are deemed as spaces of everyday life
where individuals attach their own symbols and meanings to space (Fuchs, 2019).
Public Space and Usage
Defining and contextualizing public spaces
Scholars define public space differently. One group of definitions approaches this concept
11

from the social function it carries. Apart from being the manifestation of debates among
members of a community or society (Low & Smith, 2006, 185), public space is also defined as a
place capable of fostering a sense of community identity and creating opportunities for social
interaction (Friedman, 2013). It is worth noticing that the capacity of accommodating social
activities is the only criterion in defining whether a certain place is deemed public. For example,
some scholars hold that if a physical space can accommodate collective discussion about an
individual’s common interests and issues, then this space is public regardless of other physical
attributes (Iveson, 2007, 17). Habermas (1989) also regards private coffeehouses as part of the
“public sphere” because citizens form public opinions there even though this place only grant
access to specific groups.
Another group of scholars defines public space based on certain physical attributes. The
underlying assumption here is that public space must share some essential features (Zhang and
He, 2019). Among them, accessibility is a key element emphasized by researchers. Public space
should be places that are open to the public (Iveson, 2007); some even define that “the more
accessible and permeable a place becomes, the more public it will be.” (Madanipour, 2010, 9)
Characterized by the physical form, public space can be either “patch” and “linear” space (Cho
et al., 2008). Contrasted with the higher level of enclosure of the “patch” space, “linear” space
appears to be more fluid and extended. Planners tend to identify public space as elements of
built environment, such as streets, sidewalks, plazas, and parks located in the midst of the city
(Goodsell, 2003). A more direct approach is to apply ownership to this definition, just as
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Madanipour wrote, “(public space) is space that is not controlled by private individuals or
organizations.” (1996, 144)
Based on the definition above, in this study, public space is defined as space built and
managed by the public sectors, accessible to all residents in the neighborhood, and designed to
serve public purposes. As long as the space grants access to the public, it could be seen as the
public space, regardless of whether it is indoor or outdoor.
In resettlement neighborhoods, public spaces can be classified by cultural hybridity of the
rural and urban as separate space, assimilated space, integrated space, and marginal space (Li
et al., 2016). Space where resettled residents conserve a rural lifestyle, including planting crops,
breeding poultry, or engaging in ceremonial activities, is defined as separate space. Assimilated
space accommodates particular rural lifestyles of resettlers, and increase the frequency of such
activities. For integrated space and marginal space, residents either intend to interact with
urban lifestyles as much as they can in the former, or discard the original rural lifestyle and
refuse to accept the urban lifestyle in the latter. While this categorization creatively integrates
urban and rural lifestyles with public space, there might be two types of cultural hybridity
appearing in one place. It also neglects one possibility where resettlers completely embrace an
urban lifestyle and abandon certain old habits.
A study on one Chinese resettlement community identifies five types of venue for public
and commercial use, including the central plaza, neighborhood center, community center,
commercial space, and recreational open space (Zhang et al., 2018). This classification is based
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on the general use patterns gathered from the neighborhood survey and observations. It directs
the focus on aggregated space where people gather and interact, and excludes public space at a
smaller scale that generates random interaction and activities. As this categorization serves as a
straightforward way of classifying public space, this thesis will follow this rubric and classify the
public space in the resettlement neighborhood from a functional perspective.
Usage of Public Space
Scholars approach the usage of public space from diverse perspectives. In the book Life
Between Buildings: Using Public Spaces (2010), Jan Gehl categorizes common activities that take
place in public space with different characteristics into three types. They are
necessary/functional activities, optional/recreational activities, and social activities (9-11).
While necessary activities are those compulsory for people to maintain daily life, optional
activities can only happen under favorable exterior conditions. Social activities depend on the
presence of others, and are normally evolved from the previous two activities. From the level of
engagement between activities and public space, Carmona (2010) noted two types of activities
of passive engagement and active engagement. The former relates to a sense of relaxation, and
the latter represents an active experience and often results in social interaction among the
people involved. Specifically, for Chinese resettlement neighborhoods, the residents’ usage of
public space can either be the adaptation of existing space or the creation of new space (Zhang
et al., 2018), based on whether residents are using the public space as it was initially designed
for.
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Both physical and social factors can influence the usage of public spaces. The ones
demonstrated by previous studies include the quality and quantity of open space (Corti et al.,
1996). For example, Gehl (2010, 9) believes that although the quality of space doesn’t influence
the necessary activity, it does have a close connection with the frequency of optional activities.
Elements related to the physical design, like the number and type of amenities and physical
features (Grow et al., 2008), can also influence the usage as it is also a layer for measuring the
quality of public space. Some demonstrated social factors, like demographics of the population
living around the public space (Golicnik and Thompson, 2010), the number and type of events
and programs that are available, and even the friendliness of park staff (Brown, 1985; Minkler et
al., 2003), influence the usage of public space. Social factors generally influence the quality of
the public space.
The usage of public spaces can be measured in different ways. Scholars believe that direct
field observation provides researchers with direct experience and understanding of space, and
results in finding out how it is used, rather than how a designer predicts and thinks it should be
used (Project for Public Spaces, 2005; Canter, 1977). Along with observation, activity mapping
can systematically record what types of activities are taking place, how activities are allocated
within site, and what relationship they have with the physical settings allocated within a space.
(Golicnik, 2011). Some scholars have also incorporated spatial mapping software into their
analysis, like Chen et al. (2016) analyze the activities of a square in Shenzhen with behavior
mapping using ArcGIS with the information gathered during the on-site observation.
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Resettled farmers’ transition and resistance to the urban life
From the perspective of local authorities, concentrated neighborhoods would provide
residents with better housing conditions, necessary infrastructure and public services. However,
for residents, they are involuntarily forced to relocate by this abbreviated process and became
more vulnerable, both economically and socially. It will be harder for them to make a living as
farmers because the land they relied on for their livelihood has been expropriated and
converted to state-owned urban land. In the meantime, their expenditures will increase
because they have to pay more for services - water, electricity, and sanitary facilities. They also
have to fit into this new urban setting, which is drastically different from their original living
environment. Overall, this rural-urban resettlement would have profound effects on residents.
While some resettled villagers have made a fortune by renting housing units they were
assigned to migrants or factories (He et al., 2009), an abundance of research to date has
identified that landless farmers generally face employment difficulties. Farmers often have to
engage in non-agricultural work, as they are no longer guaranteed with agricultural income (Xie,
2019). Due to a lack of necessary skills and low education levels, farmers are frequently rejected
by the job market, or can only engage in underpaid work, like cleaning, factory work or traffic
assistance (Xu et al., 2011).
A shift in occupation naturally brings a transition to an urban lifestyle. Non-agricultural
works generally allow more and fixed leisure time than farming and residents when residents
can engage in activities such as dancing, jogging, and playing mah-jong or Chinese chess (Xu et
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al., 2011). In the meantime, farmers are forced to live on higher floors that are far from the
ground level, where they used to grow crops and raise animals in their yards.
The resettlement alters the social relations of villagers. Influenced by these physical
settings, resettled villagers can also experience substantial changes in the scope and
composition of their social relations that might lead to difficulties with integration into the new
urban environment (Zhang et al., 2017). Study indicates some undesirable consequences as a
result of resettlement that those with less financial resources appear to be less engaged socially,
as do those with single status (Wu et al., 2019).
Even though residents are staying in an urban setting, studies have identified the fact that
resettled residents to some degree demonstrate resistance towards top-down directives of
urban norms. Such resistance is demonstrated by residents’ spontaneous transformation of
space, both the private and the public. A study has identified that resettled residents tend to
follow the path of “private space (bedroom or living room) – half-private space (balcony) – halfpublic space (corridor) – public grey space (building corners) – public open space (green area,
parking lot, or road)” to conduct transformation (Li et al., 2016). An inference for this
phenomenon would be that residents want to minimize the impact of their activity on others,
and will only turn to public space when transforming private space no longer satisfy their needs.
Three main driving factors have been identified for residents’ resistance to the prescribed
environment. First, residents still long for rural culture and retain a certain level of traditions,
reflected in their way of life and use of space. In a resettlement neighborhood in Shanghai,
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residents erect tents in public spaces to hold weddings or funerals, the same as the tradition in
their former village (Xu et al., 2011). There are also cases where residents transform public
green spaces into breeding space with a chicken house or private planting space to grow
vegetables, driven by residents’ old routines when they were living in the village (Li et al., 2016).
Second, economic livelihood serves as a critical factor. Residents operate home-based
businesses, ranging from convenience stores to barber shops, at their dwelling units, or set up
themselves as street vendors along neighborhood streets and near entrance areas (Zhang et al.,
2018). Meanwhile, an improper design of space that doesn’t satisfy residents’ needs also drives
them to create space for drying clothes, keeping storage, and having recreational activities (Li et
al., 2016).
Summary
The theory of social production serves as a basis for understanding resettled residents’ use
of public space as a process of social production. The Spatial Triad is especially useful for
analyzing the role of relevant stakeholders in the process of creating both the physical and
social space of resettlement neighborhood, including the local government, real estate
developer, planner, neighborhood and village officials, and residents.
In light of different definitions and the local context, this study defines public space as
space that is accessible to all residents in the neighborhood and designed to serve for public
purposes. As long as the space grants access to the public, it could be seen as the public space,
regardless of whether it is indoor or outdoor. The types of public space will be categorized by
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the functions it carries, which is relatively straightforward to understand. As this study focuses
on the social production aspects, residents’ usage of public space will be approached through
the lens of if residents are using the public space as it was designed for. This categorization also
somewhat conforms to the Spatial Triad that defines the conceived, perceived, and lived space.
Finally, understanding the challenges of residents after resettlement in all aspects of their
lives and the identified resistance to the physical environment leads to a better interpretation of
the driving factors behind their social production behaviors.
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Chapter 3: Background
Resettlement Policy and Local Context
At a national level, the “Land Management Law” enacted in 1986 and the “Guidance on
Improving the Compensation and Resettlement System for Land Expropriation” introduced in
2004 established a set of fundamental rules for village resettlement in China. These documents
empower the local government in enforcing land expropriation and acknowledge its
monopolistic role in this affair. While the village collectives are restricted from using the
farmland for non-agricultural purposes, the local government can force the land expropriation
for “public interests.” - which is also the only way to convert land from agricultural to nonagricultural. Three major types of compensation are included in the documents, namely,
compensation for the farmland, resettlement subsidies, and compensation for crops grown on
land. In 2004, the amendment for “Land Management Law” increased the upper limit of
compensation to thirty times the annual income generated from the land for the preceding
three years. However, the issue was raised that the policy, instead of the market, determines
the value of rural land. In this way, farmers fail to obtain a share of the huge land appreciation
generated by development (Zhao, 2009). Some scholars also argued that setting out the
compensation standard based on annual income was problematic, as the value of land depends
on not only its output value but also its location in the city (Song, 2009).
Different cities formulate more detailed policies and regulations to guide the
implementation of resettlement based on their local conditions. In most cases, the local
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government will change farmers’ household registration status (hukou) from agricultural to nonagricultural and enroll them in urban social security programs (Zhou and Xiong, 2019). With the
goal of avoiding conflicts in resettlement process, local governments began to adopt more
human-based approaches. For example, in some cities, depending on the number of family
members, one-child status, and other criteria, each household may receive apartments with
different areas free-of-charge (Xu et al., 2011). In cases where people from different villages are
relocated to the same neighborhood, the local government might assign adjacent housing to
residents from the same village to help them retain previous support networks (Wu et al.,
2019).
The selected resettlement neighborhood is located in Xi’an City. Situating in the middle of
China, Xi’an City is the capital of Shaanxi Province and also the political, economic, cultural, and
transportation center of the northwest region. Within the city, a total of 11 districts and 2
counties host a population of 10 million, with 9.8 million people owning a local hukou. The city
dates back its urban history to 5,600 years ago, and was the site of several capitals for many
important dynasties in Chinese history. The city’s predecessor, Chang’an City, was constructed in
the Han Dynasty (206 BC-220 AD) as the principal capital of the Empire and entered its most
prosperous period under the Tang Dynasty (618-904). Such history leaves a rich legacy for the
city. Not only does Xi’an inherits a grid spatial pattern, but it also owns an abundance of
historical sites and cultural relics.
To date, there were in total four versions of master plans for Xi’an City, drafted in the 1950s
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(Master Plan (1952-1972)), 1980s (Master Plan (1952-1972)), 1990s (Master Plan (1995-2010)),
and the beginning of the Millennium (Master Plan (2008-2020)) respectively. Apart from the
Master Plan drafted in the 1950s that envisioned the city as an industrial base for textile and
precision instrument manufacturing, other Plans have all listed historic preservation and
tourism development as a key principle for the urban development.

Qujiang New
District

Fig. 2: The location of Xi’an City in China (source: Xi et al.,

Fig. 3: The location of Qujiang New District in Xi’an

2019)

City (source: Xi’an City Planning Bureau)

Qujiang New District, where the selected neighborhood is located, situates in the south of
Xi’an. It has been the royal gardens from the Qin Dynasty (221-206BC) to Tang Dynasty
historically and oversees plenty of historical sites within its jurisdiction at present. In 1993,
Qujiang was established by the Shaanxi Provincial Government as a tourist resort. Following the
principles set in the Master Plans of Xi’an, Xi’an Municipal Government upgraded this resort as
Qujiang New District and prioritized the development of tourism and cultural industries in 2003.
Ever since its establishment, Qujiang New District aims to recreate a townscape resembling that
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in the Tang Dynasty by preserving existing remains or reconstructing attractions that once
existed in history. Currently, Qujiang New District is positioned as a national model zone for the
cultural industry, a regional center for cultural resources, and a municipal tourist resort.
The seek for rapid development naturally leads to the issue of demolition and resettlement,
and relevant policies in Xi’an City have changed in pace with social development. The major
document the city relied on before 2003 was the “Resolution for Urban Construction,
Demolition, and Resettlement in Xi’an City” released by the Shaanxi Provincial Government.
According to this Resolution, resettled residents receive either housing compensation or
currency compensation based on their hukou status. In 2003, the municipal government
introduced the “Administrative Regulations on Demolition of Urban Housing in Xi’an City,” which
takes the original dwelling size of the residents into consideration when deciding on the actual
compensation. This version of regulation starts to incorporate some market principles into the
compensation standard. At present, Xi’an City implements resettlement based on four
documents, with state guidance and three local regulations. This set of framework sets up more
comprehensive and detailed guidance. For example, apart from the building size, the
compensation standard can be negotiated based on the location and uses of the building being
demolished. Meanwhile, it also compensates for the economic loss of tearing down productive
houses, and that of tenants forced to terminate the leasing contract.
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Fig. 4: Industrial Area Plan of Qujiang New District (source: China Academy of Urban Planning and Design, 2010)

It is evident to judge from the local regulations, that resettlement in Xi’an is primarily
operated in a top-down manner, and residents have little say regarding the moving process,
destination, and compensation. This forced, abbreviated process puts residents in a vulnerable
position. The decision of land consolidation and village relocation is released by the local
government, and there is no public engagement process. In the actual resettlement
implementation, the local government relies on village officials to mobilize and negotiate with
residents. To speed up the resettlement process, these officials might adopt pressure tactics on
people who are reluctant to move, along with promises for additional compensation (Zhang et
al., 2017). Meanwhile, compensation management is neither open nor transparent. Because
residents generally lack a timely channel to obtain the latest dynamics of resettlement policies,
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they might face the risk that their compensation is taken illegally by the local government (Song,
2009).
The Local Government Directed the Production of Space
Local government has been playing a primary role in this land-centered resettlement
process. For one thing, large-scale development was made possible by the liberation of the
housing market from complete state control in the 1990s. For another, the tax sharing reform in
1994 obliged cities to give over a large share of their tax revenue to the central government,
where local authorities have to generate revenue by selling land rights quickly to provide public
infrastructure and social services (Wu and Gaubatz, 2013).
In this case, the local government, Qujiang New District Management Committee
(QNDMC), directed the demolition of Dayanta Village and the site selection for Yanming
Neighborhood. Through such a move, this entity was seeking to boost economic development
in the fastest manner and maximize its profit from land trading. From the QNDMC’s perspective,
the dilapidated infrastructure and scattered forms of Dayanta Village are deemed as pull factors
for large-scale urban development. Therefore, emptying the land through resettlement seems
to be a cure-all medicine. As such, the site selection for resettlement neighborhood is of little
amount, as the QNDMC is freed from worrying about the risk of low occupancy. For the purpose
of reaching a maximum profit through differential land rent, QNDMC placed Yanming
neighborhood in the underdeveloped area at that time.
The QNDMC was also fully in charge of the spatial planning and physical design of Yanming
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neighborhood. The design of Yanming neighborhood, or most resettlement neighborhoods in
Xi’an City, follows the model of a typical urban neighborhood that imposes a completely
different norm from that of rural communities. Mid- to high-rise residential buildings are
clustered within a neighborhood that is gated and yields a higher density built environment.
Farmers are forced to live on higher floors that are well above the ground level, where they
used to grow crops and raise animals in their yards. With a smaller building footprint, the
neighborhood manages to serve its residents with a large amount of open space, typically
consisting of recreational plazas, exercise facilities, and landscaping areas. To further enrich the
lives of resettled residents, commercial and recreational facilities might be provided, including
small-scale retail services, neighborhood centers, community activity rooms, and gyms. In some
neighborhoods, independent commercial buildings or ground-floor stores are constructed. The
village collectives have ownership of these commercial assets and collect rent revenue from
leasing those shops.
From the interview with a local planner, the actual design phase generally lasts no more
than two weeks, with most cases being accomplished within a week. The design of resettlement
neighborhoods follows the National Design Standard for Urban Residential Neighborhoods and
the Technical Regulations on the Management of Urban and Rural Planning of Xi’an City. These
two documents set up parameters for the neighborhood design, and key ones include floor area
ratio, minimum green area ratio, maximum building density, building height. It also stipulates
the amount and types of amenities or community facilities that need to go with the
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neighborhood based on the number of its residents. In this sense, the design logic of the
resettlement neighborhood is not so much different from its commercialized counterpart.
Based on the information provided by the local government, including the selected location, the
number of households, size of the compensated housing units, designers quickly provide
relatively complete draft plans. These plans delineate in detail of residential buildings and the
number of its floors, internal road network, green area, and amenities if there is any, like
neighborhood office, parking lots, kindergartens, or primary schools. Sometimes, designers will
submit more than one spatial layout for review. Once the design is approved, it will be further
refined to a level that can be referred to for future construction.
In recent years, attempts to construct resettlement neighborhoods at a lower cost than
before have been seen in several districts of Xi’an City. Apart from the rush job stated above, the
local government has also imposed a new norm in spatial design. Different from the common
practice where a single resettlement neighborhood accommodates residents from one or more
villages, planners are now required to include several buildings for resettled residents when
designing the commercial housing neighborhood. According to my interviewee, the purpose of
this move is to further increase the land transfer value.
The construction standard of the resettlement buildings is generally lower than its
commercial counterparts. These buildings are often placed at the most unfavorable location of
the site, namely, the spot with less sunlight exposure or poor ventilation environment. Housing
units for resettled residents are designed to be smaller in size and lower in indoor height. These
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characteristics, squeezed into a high-rise resettlement building, will enable the local
government to house more residents on a small plot. In an extreme case shown by the planner
being interviewed, 3 resettlement buildings, with 18-floors each, are huddled at the east corner
of the commercial neighborhood. All other standard commercial residences are 7 to 11 stories,
and are arranged in the center surrounded by a favorable landscape. Sometimes, the developer
even requires a separate entrance for resettled residents, exacerbating the social segregation
between resettled residents and market housing dwellers.
Introduction to the Yanming Neighborhood
Yanming Neighborhood is the first resettlement neighborhood in Qujiang District, Xi’an City.
This project was initiated by QNDMC in June 2003, and took the developer, Xi’an Ronghe Group
two years to complete the construction. It was designed to accommodate 658 farmers of
Dayanta Village, which was located within the geographic scope of the “Reconstruction Plan of
the North Square of Dayanta Pagoda and its Surrounding Area.” The neighborhood situates at
approximately 2 kilometers south of the original Dayanta Village, and is now the neighbor of a
popular tourism spot, Qujiangchi Heritage Park, in Xi’an City. While this location seemed
superior from today’s perspective, Yanming neighborhood was the only residential
neighborhood in this area and was surrounded by farmland when it was built in 2005. Placed
under a situation with no public transportation, groceries, retail stores, and other community
amenities, residents struggled for a long time in the beginning.
Dayanta Village originally occupied a prime location - the south of Dayanta Pagoda, a
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preserved historic site and popular scenic spot in Xi’an City. The village was constructed in the
1950s. Following the national land reform at that time, the village established a people’s
commune after several shifts and made a living by growing grains and vegetables. After the
village adopted the land assignment system in 1983, individual households started to take full
responsibility for their profits and losses. From the early 1980s to the late 1990s, farmers began
to replenish their cash cushion by leasing housing units and doing business apart from growing
crops. The average annual income of farmers reached nearly 2,500 CNY (equaling 294 US dollars
at that time) in 1995, and the village was awarded the “well-off” destination in Xi’an that year.

Fig. 5: The physical environment of Yanming neighborhood (source: Author’s own)

The physical layout and residential environment of Yanming neighborhood are significantly
different from those of Dayanta Village. Yanming neighborhood takes up 5.38 hectare of land,
and is indeed smaller for residents compared with the previous 40-hectare Dayanta Village. The
building density and building height have also increased. In the Dayanta Village, residents live in
low-density, scattered houses with their own farmland. Ever since people moved to the Yanming
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neighborhood, they spend their lives in 25 six-story buildings with a total built-up area of 67,000
square meters. One element that residents expressed their satisfaction with is the increased
size and amount of public space in Yanming neighborhood. Excluding the road, there are mainly
three types of public space in Yanming neighborhood, including squares for the gathering of
residents, small gardens with tables and chairs between buildings, and green area planted with
trees or shrubs. To accommodate the rising car ownership and parking demand of visitors in
recent years, the neighborhood transformed some green areas into parking lots. Currently, the
neighborhood owns 200 parking lots in total.
What comes with the new physical environment is the change of ownership status. The land
in Dayanta Village is owned by the village collectives, and each household can build their home
on its own homestead that was assigned by the village collectives. However, the state
ownership of the land in Yanming neighborhood permits residents with only the right of use of
their housing units. Such change in ownership naturally leads to a change of how much control
residents have over the configuration of space, where residents are restricted from configuring
public space as they wish compared with their complete control over the use of their land back
in the village (Zhang et al., 2018). Furthermore, to prevent housing units in Yanming
neighborhood from being traded in the market, the QNDMC either issue blank premises permits
with no valid dates to residents, or simply refuse to issue such permit.
Different from most resettlement neighborhoods that accommodate people coming from
multiple villages, the social relations in Yanming neighborhood did not experience much
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change. This is because the neighborhood was designed to only accommodate people from
Dayanta Village. People still live within the same area with their old neighbors and relatives.
The governance of Yanming neighborhood also underwent several changes in the process of
rural-urban transition. The Dayanta Village was managed by the village committee before the
resettlement. Apart from the village committee, now with the name of “neighborhood
committee,” that continued to serve the Yanming neighborhood, the property management
company, Qujiang Shengjing Property, also entered. Different from the neighborhood
committee that serves as an extension of the state entity, the property management company is
non-state and in charge of maintenance and management of residential facilities. However,
from the outset, residents frequently ran into conflicts with the company over the high property
management fee. When a large share of people refused to pay the fee on time, the company
quitted considering the increasing administration cost. Ever since then, it has been the
neighborhood collectives that are in charge of property maintenance. Made up of 9 staff in
total, the neighborhood committee performs a range of responsibilities, including mediating
conflicts between residents, maintaining the security and sanitation of the neighborhood,
organizing election meetings and other recreational activities.
It is worth being noted here, that even though the former village committee was turned into
a neighborhood committee, the actual management largely follows the rural framework. The
neighborhood committee earns the revenue by collecting parking fees, rent, and property
management fees on tenants, and share the dividends with each resident. Meanwhile, two
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leading positions in the neighborhood were still named the village director and village secretary.
While the former is elected directly by the residents, the latter is generally appointed by the
party organization at a higher level. Last year, directed by a document released by the State
Council on guiding the integrated urban-rural development (the State Council, 2019), the
positions of the village director and village secretary were combined into one, and only those
who are the Party members become qualified candidates. Aggregating the organizing,
administrative, and financial responsibilities to one leading figure improves the operational
efficiency of the village to a certain extent.
To compensate for the resettled residents, the local government provided two alternatives,
including monetary subsidies and housing allocation. The former includes a one-time subsidy of
150,000 CNY (equaling 18,300 US Dollars at that time) per person, while the latter compensates
each household with four housing units with a total area of 310 square meters (equaling 2,260
square feet). Each resident received a subsidy of 700 CNY (equaling 85 US Dollars at that time) a
month during the transition period between 2003 and 2005, on the condition that they chose to
find a temporary shelter on their own. No subsidy would be provided if the QNDMC helped
residents to find transitional housing. During that period, information on the details of Yanming
neighborhood, including its location, neighborhood layout, and types of housing units, was not
disclosed to residents.
It is evident that such resettlement compensation is insufficient for residents to make a
decent living. Their income structure has been completely altered in this rural-urban transition
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process. Residents still make earnings on their own, but instead of being land-centered, they
now rely on the market for an occupation. Initially, in 2004, approximately 100 residents began
to earn money by taking photos for tourists at the scenic spot, Dayanta Pagoda. Residents were
familiar with that area, where their original village was located. After QNDMC banned people
from conducting individual businesses surrounding the Dayanta Pagoda, including taking
photos, residents had no choice but to engage in jobs that require lower skill levels, such as
cashier in the supermarket, cleaner for enterprises, or security personnel for schools and other
market neighborhoods. Such jobs generally have a lower wage, and instable as well. To save
money from taking public transportation, they also tend to search for jobs nearby. Another
primary source is the rent income. Because more than 95% of residents chose to have multiple
housing units as the compensation, they lease the additional units and collect the rent, ranging
between 1,500 and 1,700 CNY (equaling 214 to 242 US Dollars at present) per month.
Dividends from the neighborhood committee are shared with the residents annually, which
makes up another component of residents’ income. The income of the neighborhood comes
from three sources. First, the neighborhood committee collects the property management fee
from tenants at a rate of 0.5 CNY per square meter per month. This price is meager compared
with the market standard for similar neighborhoods in Xi’an City that generally range between 5
to 11 CNY per square meter per month. The second source of income is the parking fee charged
for visitors. Visitors either pay at a rate of 1 CNY per hour for parking, or 150 CNY per month to
secure a lot. Similar to the property management fee, this standard is significantly lower than
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that of the market. Finally, the neighborhood was assigned with a ground-floor store nearby
that has been leased to China Merchants Bank on a long-term contract. This makes up a
relatively stable component of the neighborhood income.
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Chapter 4: Social Production of Public Space
Existing public space in Yanming Neighborhood
From the relatively small building footprint on the map of Yanming neighborhood, it is
evident that this neighborhood owns abundant public space. Excluding the interior road, public
space could be categorized into three types according to their physical design and general use.

The Ping
Pong Square

The Fitness
Square

Legend
Neighborhood Entrance
Neighborhood Committee
Major Public Squares
Community Gardens

Fig. 6: The map of Yanming Neighborhood (source: Author’s own)
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The first type is the square that is designed for collective gatherings and other activities
with a large number of attendants. Yanming neighborhood includes two such space; One is the
Ping Pong Square between Building #13 and #17, and another is the Fitness Square at the west
of Building #3. Fitness equipment and benches are set up at the periphery of those squares,
leaving the center area free. Therefore, such squares are quite flexible in accommodating
different types of activities, including collective affairs like neighborhood election or resident
assembly, or recreational ones like Chinese opera shows or square dancing.

Fig. 7: The Ping Pong Square in Yanming neighbohood

Fig. 8: The Fitness Square in Yanming neighborhood

(source: Author’s own)

(source: Author’s own)

Pocket gardens make up the second type of public space in the neighborhood. They are
generally smaller in size and are designed for gatherings of several residents instead of
collective activities. Placed between residential buildings, gardens surround themselves with
landscaping areas and place wooden benches on the hardened ground. However, due to a lack
of maintenance, gardens are quite dilapidated, and their frequency of being used is low.
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A final type of public space is the green area. They serve as either immediate buffer at the
front and back of residential buildings, or independent landscaping areas. Originally, these areas
are covered with grass and planted with trees or shrubs, and serve only for aesthetic purposes.
A common practice that could be seen at present is that some residents have actively “taken”
the green area and transformed it into their own vegetable garden, which will be introduced in
the following sections.

Fig. 9: A dilapidated community garden (source:

Fig. 10: Green area as the buffer of residential

Author’s own)

buildings (source: Author’s own)

Apart from outdoor public space, the neighborhood committee constructed a 3-story
building that incorporates some public functions. The committee sets up its office on the third
floor and uses the first floor as a storage space. The second floor is an internet bar operated by
a resident. No other commercial space, community space, or activity center is provided in this
neighborhood.
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Residents’ Usage of Existing Space: A Process of being Disciplined
Residents’ usage of existing space
I observed two major squares in the neighborhood, namely, the Ping Pong Square and
Fitness Square. Detailed observations were conducted in detail at different times of a day for
both weekdays and weekends. Even though the activities observed were quite limited, different
patterns of people using these two places could still be summarized. For all time slots, a
majority of residents used both places as passing-through space, which served as a shortcut
from the neighborhood entrance to their home. Overall, Fitness Square is used more frequently
by residents than the Ping Pong Square. For the former, weekend noon is a popular time slot
when some kids were playing soccer and card games, and adults were using the fitness
equipment. Some residents use these facilities in the evening as well. In comparison, the Ping
Pong Square is generally used in the afternoon for sport and fitness purposes.
Table 1: Summary table of observations of public space

Public Space
The Ping Pong
Square

The Fitness
Square

Popular Time Slot
Weekday afternoon
(3:30PM to 4:00PM)

Weekend noon
(12:00PM to 12:30PM)

Weekday evening
(6:00PM to 6:30PM)

Activities

Participants

Duration

Playing Ping Pong

2 seniors

More than 20 minutes

Using fitness
equipment

1 middle-aged

10 minutes

Playing card game
and soccer

3 kids

More than 20 minutes

1 middle-aged
and 1 kid

More than 20 minutes

1 middle-aged

10 minutes

Sitting or resting

1 senior

15 minutes

Using fitness
equipment

3 middle-aged

5 to 15 minutes

Using fitness
equipment
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Due to the limitations in the season and time of the observation, I later distributed an
online questionnaire to residents in order to capture a more comprehensive picture of
residents’ use of public space. Certain characteristics are demonstrated through this survey.
First, respondents being surveyed show a preference for squares that are specifically
designed for gatherings and other collective activities (Fig. 10). More than half of them carry out
activities in the Ping Pong Square and the Fitness Square. It could also be noticed that the
entrance of residential buildings is another popular place for respondents, where they easily
meet with neighbors coming home or getting downstairs and spontaneously initiate
conversations and interactions.
As for the types of activities residents carry out, more than 70% of residents engage in
exercising and other fitness activities (Fig. 11). Other activities people frequently engage in are
more or less related to social interactions with different people. For example, 42% of
respondents go to the public space to accompany their kids, and 38% of respondents spend
time chatting with their neighbors and friends. Meanwhile, respondents still involve in some
collective activities, including the resident assembly, neighborhood committee election, and
Chinese opera shows performed from time to time. While a relatively small share of
respondents (9.7%) spend time in chess or mahjong room, they prefer playing such games in an
open setting, as indicated by the 19.35% respondents choosing “playing cards, chess, or
mahjong” as an activity they take.
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The Fitness Square

58%

The Ping Pong Square

54.80%

Entrance of residential buildings

51.60%

Interior roads or sidewalks

32.30%

Retail stores

19.40%

Public space with tree shading

19.40%

Public gardens

16.13%

Chess room or mahjong room
Self-operated restaurant
0.00%

9.70%
6.50%
10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

Fig. 11: Public space that is frequently used by residents (N=89)

Note: N represents the number of responses

Exercising and fitness activities

70.97%

Playing with kids

42%

Chatting with neighbors

38.71%

Collective activities (election or opera show)

25.81%

Playing cards, chess, or mahjong

19.35%

Dining

12.90%

Sitting and resting

12.90%

Hanging clothes
Planting vegetables and flowers

9.68%
6.45%

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00%

Fig. 12: Activities residents carry out in public space (N=78)

Note: N represents the number of responses

The frequency and duration for residents to engage in activities in public space are
relatively low. More than half of the respondents (54.84%) indicate that they only use public
space once a day, and the same proportion of respondents spend time for less than 1 hour
every day. As for the time of a day when people take activities, the time slots are aggregated in
the afternoon (from 14:00 to 18:00) and the evening (after 18:00).
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A process of being disciplined
Residents’ continuous usage of public space in Yanming neighborhood could be regarded as
a process of being disciplined by the imposed living norm. It is a process that residents switch to
certain new ways of living when some of their original lifestyle and habits are no longer feasible
for their survival in this new urban neighborhood. If we interpret such a phenomenon using the
Spatial Triad proposed by Lefebvre, residents are conducting “spatial practices.” While they are
free to choose how they use the space based on their “daily reality,” their actions are actually
confined by the “urban reality,” which is the physical setting of the public space in this study.
Compared with the days in Dayanta Village, residents express their strong preference for
the squares and fitness equipment provided in the neighborhood that enable them to engage
more in physical exercises: “While we have our own yard in Dayanta Village, a single, large
public space where everyone can gather and have some activities were not feasible, not to
mention the fitness facilities.” (Interview with resident #1, 1 January, 2020) In the online survey,
67% of respondents believe it is more convenient to work out after moving to Yanming
neighborhood. Residents’ active involvement in the exercise was out of two reasons. In general,
they have more spare time than before as they are no longer occupied by farm work. For people
who have a job, they now have more fixed leisure time after work and on weekends. Another
important reason is related to the economic consideration of residents. Residents have to stay
healthy in order to avoid the unnecessary cost of buying medicine and seeing doctors.
A lot of residents, especially the elderly, are economically struggled. Residents now attach
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great importance to health as they don’t want to spend money for medical-related reasons.
Some senior residents have another layer of consideration - they don’t want their daughters or
sons to worry about their physical conditions. Therefore, exercising becomes so popular, and you
will see a lot of people using fitness facilities on the square during warmer days, especially the
summer evenings. (Interview with the neighborhood leader, 13 January, 2020)
Residents are also being disciplined by the broader urban context if we zoom out from the
neighborhood a little bit. Instead of growing crops on their own, residents now go to the fresh
market to buy vegetables and meat. They also go to shopping malls or supermarkets more than
before. Even for the garbage dropping, residents have to follow some new rules for garbage
sorting. To “educate” people with the so-called criterion of becoming an urban dweller, the
neighborhood committee has made efforts in publicity. For example, some bulletin boards are
set up at the neighborhood entrance, and are pasted with posters spreading knowledge that is
necessary for a qualified urban resident to know, like health, sanitation, and politeness.
Residents’ Transformation of Space: Resistance to Imposed Norms
Even though residents have been disciplined by the new physical norm of Yanming
neighborhood to a certain extent, spontaneous reconfiguration of space by residents could be
observed. This is because the social space that fits into the framework created by the physical
space has yet formed. In other words, resettled residents, with different lifestyles and routine,
perceive the physical space differently from their urban counterparts. Therefore, residents react
to the imposed environment by making adaptations to the existing space, or simply create new
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space based on existing realities. Under the Spatial Triad proposed by Lefebvre, the space
created by resettled residents are deemed as “representational space,” where residents
redefine the given space with their own life experience. For each individual, space thus has a
uniquely symbolic value.
Adaptation of existing space
First, planting vegetables in the green area or landscaping area of the neighborhood is quite
common. Before moving to Yanming neighborhood, most residents have been relied on planting
crops for a living for most of their life. Land for them is of great importance, both economically
and emotionally. Residents generally engage in such activities for three reasons. For some
elderly residents who no longer farm, they now have more spare time compared with the days
when they had to work in the farmland. Therefore, planting vegetables is regarded as a great
way to pass the time. The second reason relates to the fact that some residents worry about the
quality of vegetables provided on the market: “The vegetables sold on the market have been
sprayed with insecticide.” (Interview with resident #4, 13 January, 2020) Meanwhile, planting
vegetables also help residents save some spending, as one resident goes:
We now have to buy vegetables in the market, and it is quite expensive. When I was in
Dayanta Village, I used to grow my own vegetables and did not need to spend much money on
food. Even though the limited space here prevents me from growing more vegetables, some
scallions and garlic bolts help me save money. (Interview with resident #5, 5 January, 2020)
Planting vegetables is actually not permitted in the neighborhood. At present, it is generally
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residents who live on the first floor that takes the “public space” as their “private space” to
plant, as they possess a distance advantage. When people living on the upper floors fail to get
similar benefits, they started disputes with the “planter” and made complaints to the
neighborhood committee. However, the neighborhood committee is reluctant to step into the
management of such issues. The neighborhood, at a whole, still organizes as the rural society,
just like the neighborhood leader goes:
We came from the same village, and the neighborhood committee was elected by the
residents. At best, I can only discourage them from doing so; I cannot just remove those
vegetables by force, or the relationship between the resident and us will become so intense as
we see each other every day. (Interview with the neighborhood leader, 13 January, 2020)

Fig. 13: Residents planted vegetables in the public

Fig. 14: Residents planted vegetables in the green area

garden (source: Author’s own)

in front of the residential building (source: Author’s
own)

Second, hanging clothes, quilts, and carpets in public space is normal for residents. For one
thing, the clothes dryer is not widespread in China, not to mention that residents in Yanming
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neighborhood could not afford one. For another, Solar cleansing has always been an old custom
in China, both for the urban and the rural. People believe that the ultraviolet ray in the sun is
the perfect disinfectant for germs. Meanwhile, the ventilation is better in outdoor than the
indoor, speeding up the drying process.
In the Dayanta Village, each household was used to hanging clothes in the yard. However,
the new urban neighborhood limits residents’ ownership within their housing units. While the
design standard in China requires a north-south orientation for residential buildings to better
receive sunlight and adopts the 1-hour minimum sunlight requirement, the cramped and
enclosed balcony in the housing unit obviously prevents people from fully benefitting from the
sun. As such, residents tie ropes between the trees (Fig. 14), or simply construct drying racks in
front of their residential buildings to hang clothes (Fig. 15). Residents who engage in cleaning
work benefit from such practice: “I clean carpet for people to make money, and my home is just
too small to hang these large carpets. I simply use these drying racks in the public space.”
(Interview with resident #7, 5 January, 2020)

Fig. 15: Bed sheets hanging between the trees (source:

Fig. 16: Self-constructed drying racks of residents

Author’s own)

(source: Author’s own)
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Third, compared with the seating area placed in the community gardens, residents prefer
setting up the unique gathering space with their own tables, sofas, and chairs. In Dayanta
Village, communications were easily generated when one resident was engaged in farm work or
other daily routines in their yard, and another was just passing by. The yard, despite privately
owned, serves a public function; in other words, the boundary between the private and the
public was relatively blurred in the village. However, the new neighborhood distinctly delineates
the private life and public life by aggregating housing units within a single building and
separating them from outdoor public space. Therefore, the frequency becomes lower for
spontaneous interactions. Another reason for people doing so is that some residents believe
connecting with the ground frequently, at least once a day, is essential for keeping healthy: “If
you live in upper floors and do not come downstairs to touch with the ground, you will become
sick.” (Interview with resident #4, 13 January, 2020)
Such communication space generally locates at the entrance of residential buildings, or in
the front of retail stores opened and managed by other residents. For the former scenario,
residents generally place several chairs in a most comfortable spot, a place that receives
sunlight in the winter and is properly shaded during the summer. For the latter, where residents
are granted a more spacious place, they add tables. The current design of the long benches for
two to three people placed in the public space does not meet the needs of residents.
Meanwhile, compared with the fixed bench, residents can now easily adjust the configuration of
the furniture to accommodate different activities, like card games, chess, and mahjong.
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Fig. 17: Chairs are placed at the entrance of residential

Fig. 18: Tables and chairs for small group activities in

buildings (source: Author’s own)

front of a retail store (source: Author’s own)

A fourth adaptation is to make additional constructions outside the residential buildings.
The edge space is formed between the uneven contour of the buildings, and residents make
active use of it. Some take such space to stack building materials and tools that they use for
their daily routines, while others store waste or unused stuff. Some residents even lock the
space up and dictate ownership of the space (Fig. 18). Such activities have a root in Dayanta
Village, where residents piled up handy tools for farm work in their yard. Meanwhile, certain
edge space is used for keeping dogs (Fig. 20). In Shaanxi Province, it is quite common for people
living in villages to raise large breed dogs in the yard to guard their homes. Raising dogs outside
is a consequence of both a smaller housing unit in Yanming neighborhood and a habit that
residents have been keeping since they lived in Dayanta Village. Apart from edge space on the
ground, one household also took the aerial edge space to construct a pigeon house (Fig. 21).
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Fig. 19: Residents takes and locks the edge space for

Fig. 20: Residents use corner space to stack building

storage (source: Author’s own)

materials (source: Author’s own)

Fig. 21: The dog house (source: Author’s own)

Fig. 22: The pigeon house (source: Author’s own)

The final type of adaptation is holding wedding and funeral ceremonies in the
neighborhood. Instead of witnessing one, I got the relevant information from interviews with
residents. From the survey, weddings and funerals are the events residents engage in the most
(Fig. 22) after their resettlement. These events are important traditions in rural China, especially
for funerals that are associated with death. In Dayanta Village, residents hold weddings and
funerals in their own yards, and meals are provided on both events for attendants. In
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comparison, the general practice in the urban area is a bit different. People host weddings in a
restaurant with a specially-designed stage for the event, or rent the memorial hall in the funeral
parlor for people to come and express their condolence if someone in the family passed away.

Hosting weddings or funerals

48.30%

Planting vegetables or flowers

32.30%

Placing tables and chairs

25.80%

Constructing hanging rack

16.13%

Stacking materials

16.13%

Constructing shed
Operating convenience store or restaurant
0.00%

12.90%
9.67%
10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

Fig. 23: Spatial transformation of public space conducted by residents (N=41)

Note: N represents the number of responses

Residents of Yanming neighborhood stick to their traditions. For the wedding, residents
rent an inflatable tent and establish it on a selected square in the neighborhood. Within the
tent, multiple tables are arranged, and meals are provided for each table (Fig. 23). Usually, there
will be an outdoor kitchen set up outside the tent to cater fresh dishes to the guests. Apart from
oral invitation before the wedding, residents are free to join the event at any time during the
event. This is regarded by the residents as an occasion for informal socializing and
neighborhood gathering. The wedding will last for a day. After the wedding, the host family put
up a poster with the names of residents who presented a gift for the wedding at the entrance of
their residential building (Fig. 24). This is a form of expressing appreciation. For the funeral,
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residents set up a tent in front of their residential buildings and invite a mourning band to play
funeral music. The funeral lasts for three days.

Fig. 24: Inside the wedding tent (source: resident #1,

Fig. 25: The list of gift givers for a wedding (source:

Yanming neighborhood)

Author’s own)

Creation of new space
In addition to making adaptation to existing space, residents also create new space that
generally comes with the following two forms. They either take the existing public space and
operate their own business, which was not what the space was initially designed for, or simply
turn their private space, namely, their housing units, into the public.
Operating diners and selling cooked food in the public space sprang up in the
neighborhood. Residents who have higher economic capabilities put up a tent and operate a
diner, normally selling barbeques or local food that can be easily processed by simple cooking
utensils (Fig. 25). The dining area is set up with tables and chairs in the tent, while the “kitchen”
– generally a grill and other kitchenware - is placed outside the tent to avoid generating too
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much smoke and smells. In total, there are four such diners that are being operated in the
neighborhood. Among them, two occupy the sidewalk near the east entrance and two take the
corner of the Fitness Square and Ping Pong Square respectively. The barbeque diner located on
the Ping Pong Square became so famous that it attracted many people from the neighboring
communities to dine here in the evening (Fig. 26). Out of the operation hours, the tent will not
be removed from the public space.

Fig. 26: The Diner-in-Tent (source: Author’s Own)

Fig. 27: The Barbeque Diner at a summer evening
(source: resident #1, Yanming neighborhood)

For individuals who are unable to afford to operate at the scale of a tent, they push out a
movable food truck and serve people with cooked food (Fig. 27). Each operator takes a fixed
position per negotiation with other operators of the food trucks during lunch or dinner, and
park the truck near their residential buildings. Operators are residents of working age who
experienced difficulties in finding a secured job, as such work does not require too many skills
to start: “I used to be a building worker, but couldn’t get a stable payment as there is not always
project site available for work. While I do not make a lot of money by making food either,
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income from self-employment is at least quite stable.” (Interview with resident #6, 5 January,
2020) Compared with diners, the food truck offers more affordable dining options. Therefore,
apart from residents in the neighborhood, migrant workers from the surrounding area are
frequent customers of the food truck. The initiation and sustain of such business largely rely on
the relationship between the operator and the neighborhood committee, as well as residents.
The neighborhood committee’s acquiesce, if no prohibition, is necessary for the operator to
land a food truck; and the residents make up a major portion of food truck’s customers.

Fig. 28: The Food Truck (source: Author’s Own)

Fig. 29: The food truck is placed near the residential
buildings if unused (source: Author’s Own)

Another type of creation is to transform the private space into the public, where residents
who are unable to operate a business directly in the public space use their home instead.
Residents living on the first floor generally open smaller convenience stores, as retail is an
accessibility-sensitive type of operations. They either create an entrance through their originally
enclosed balcony (Fig. 29), or put up some stairs for people to step up and approach the
window (Fig. 30). For residents living on upper floors, they operate a business that requires a
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longer stay for customers, including recreational room for cards, Chinese chess, or mahjong,
childcare center, massage parlor, barbershop, and home cooking. To advertise themselves,
operators stand a signboard at the entrance of their building (Fig. 31), and some even put up
well-marked signages outside their balcony (Fig. 32).

Fig. 30: Convenience store with an entrance (source:

Fig. 31: Convenience store selling through window

Author’s Own)

(source: Author’s Own)

Fig. 32: The signage of the convenience store on the

Fig. 33: Signages of business (source: Author’s Own)

upper floor (source: Author’s Own)
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For operating outdoor diners and indoor businesses, the ultimate driving force is the
economic considerations. Without land to farm and necessary skills that equip them for highertier jobs, residents have to rely on self-employment for a living. The demand of residents on
small-scale retail stores is another factor that spurs the emergence of residents’ own business:
“There are no retail stores nearby, and I don’t want to go to the supermarket just to buy two
boxes of cigarettes and a bag of salt.” (Interview with resident #4, 13 January, 2020) What could
not be ignored is that the social relations between the residents - another critical factor that
sustains these businesses. Due to geographical isolation, residents in rural society are inclined
to establish a relationship that is more inter-personal dependent (Zhang et al., 2018). People
offer each other services and goods and have the same from others as returns.
From the perspective of the management, operating businesses in the neighborhood needs
to be discouraged. For one thing, it creates noise, odor, and sanitation issues, whose
consequences have to be collectively borne by other residents. For another, it exerts negative
impacts on the physical environment of the neighborhood and affects the rent. However, the
committee seemed to be in a dilemma in handling this issue. This attitude is out of not only
their understanding of the financial situation of residents, but also their inability regarding
certain influential families in the neighborhood that operates the business. As mentioned in
previous sections, resettlement neighborhood still operates under a rural framework that
heavily relies on interpersonal relationships: “Residents who operate the diners are supported
by their family. They elected us as leaders, and I cannot just shut those businesses down after
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taking office.” (Interview with the neighborhood leader, 13 January, 2020) Meanwhile, a lack of
effective upper-level governance aggravates this administrative issue.
While we are located within the jurisdiction of QNDMC, we are actually managed by Yanta
District Government. The cooperation between these two government bodies is not very well.
For example, when our residents call the QNDMC to make a complaint, instead of forwarding
the message to Yanta District Government, the staff of QNDMC will send the complaints back to
us to handle. (Interview with the neighborhood leader, 13 January, 2020)
Summary
The rural-urban transition is a complicated process. However, to speed up the economic
growth, planners and policymakers might reduce the urbanization process to the level of
physical transformation, where the rural landscape is replaced with urbanized forms. With this
belief in mind, the local government constructs the urban neighborhood as a “favorable”
package and initiate the “wholesale” resettlement program that was intended to quickly
“urbanize” rural residents. However, the change of the physical environment is just one layer of
the transition process. From the lens of how residents in Yanming neighborhood are using and
transforming public space, we observe too much livelihood struggle of residents that are
demonstrated through their everyday lives.
In the process of social production, residents are both being disciplined by and resisting the
physical environment imposed. They do alter some of their habits - using the fitness equipment
and large squares more often for better health conditions, organizing their life around new
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shopping malls and large supermarkets, and learning how to be a “qualified” urban dweller
through the publicity of the neighborhoods. As some of the original habits and lifestyles could
not be changed easily, resettled residents use the public space in a different way from urban
dwellers. Having been living under the collective ownership in the village where the boundary
between the private and the public is blurred, residents take the public space and perform their
routine, like hanging clothes or planting vegetables. Losing the land and struggling economically,
they create new space in public space and transform their private space into the public to make
a living. Sticking to rural traditions, they hold weddings and funerals in the neighborhood.
What is revealed by this social production process is an incomplete urbanization process.
The actual demand of residents for the living environment is different from what planners and
the policymakers have supposed. In other words, the social space formed by resettled residents
is incompatible with the physical space of the resettlement neighborhood; and this
incompatibility produces a hybrid reality, just as what Yanming neighborhood is looking like at
this stage. For residents, from living in a better physical environment to the moment they start
to live as urban dwellers towards a reliable future, there is still a long way to go.
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Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusion
The rapid economic growth and urbanization after China’s reform in 1978 has witnessed
the ever-increasing urban-rural disparity. The expansion of the urbanized region into the rural
area has become more prominent ever since the marketization reform in the 1990s. Seeking
economic development through an accelerated urbanization process, the local government
started to relocate farmers from their original village to new residential neighborhoods so that
more land could be provided for development. To facilitate this process, resettlement policies
are formulated at both the national and local level to guide the implementation of the
resettlement. Despite the compensation provided for resettled residents, situations are
challenging for residents in this forced rural-urban transition process.
This thesis intends to understand how resettled residents, in this completely different,
urban living environment, use and transform the public space of their neighborhoods. Building
on the theory of social production, resettled residents’ use and transformation of public space
could be regarded as a process of social production. Taking Yanming neighborhood as a case,
this study further argues that residents are both being disciplined by and resisting the imposed
forms in the physical environment. While residents do alter some of their habits by showing
preferences for certain settings of the new neighborhood and using urban facilities, they also
tend to keep some of their rural traditions and use public space in ways that are different from
their urban counterparts.
Overall, the rural-urban transition is a complicated process. This process involves not only
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the change of physical environment, but also the social transition for resettled residents. Their
cultural background, social relationship, and livelihood struggles should not be overlooked.
From Yanming neighborhood, we see a hybrid reality that is the consequence of the top-down,
imposed order and the bottom-up, spontaneous production. The urbanization process, in this
sense, is yet to be completed.
Obviously, how planners approach the design of the resettlement process and the physical
environment remains critical in directing the rural-urban transition process. it is significant to
understand the residents before initiating the design of a resettlement neighborhood. Resettled
residents come from different social, economic, and cultural context than their urban
counterparts; thus, the living space designed for them should be anything but a copy of
commercial neighborhoods.
First and foremost, designers can consider reserving public space that accommodates
specific types of activities that resettled residents normally engage in. While people from
different villages might have divergent routines and lifestyles, there is still some commonplace
that can be identified, where residents stick to the traditions of hosting funerals and weddings,
or habits reminiscing their old days as farmers like planting crops. Setting up separate, semipublic space for holding weddings and funerals will save residents’ time from establishing tents
on their own. Also, delineating specific zones for collective planting instead of applying
landscaping design elements everywhere of the green area might better satisfy residents’
needs.
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Meanwhile, it is also critical to maintain the design of public space at a scale that leaves
enough discretion for residents to define and use according to their needs. An observation from
Yanming neighborhood leads us to a finding that while the transformation of public space has
been small and sporadic in scale, the types of transformation are quite consistent across the
neighborhood. Therefore, it is possible to design public space at a subtle balance of being
defined and yet not too defined, so that it becomes flexible enough for residents to explore the
best use of it. Designers can also consider setting up movable furniture in these areas, which
not only facilitates flexible use but also nurtures a sense of community. In this way, such space
can be used differently at different times of a day or different seasons. For example, residents
can move the furniture aside to have fitness activities or arrange tables and chairs together
when they want to engage in group activities like chatting and playing cards.
For resettlement communities similar to Yanming neighborhood where residents did not
get urban hukous, design stores or storage space in the neighborhood for leasing is critical for
sustaining residents’ economic livelihood. Such space can also be designed for residents to
operate their self-owned businesses. From the analysis, it is obvious that the spontaneous
transformation of public space largely stems from residents’ out of control over their means of
livelihood. Apart from providing a favorable physical setting, it is also important to handle the
employment issue by initiating skill training and programs alike.
Limitations of this study
One significant limitation in the study is the observation time. The observation was
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conducted in Winter, a freezing season in Shaanxi Province with an average temperature of
approximately 5 degrees Celsius (equaling 41 degrees Fahrenheit). The number of residents
using outdoor public space is relatively small; therefore, the activities observed were quite
limited. While I used the questionnaires and interviews to gather the information, they may still
lead to a biased summary of residents’ usage of public space.
Another limitation of the study relates to online questionnaires. The proportions of male
respondents and people of working age are larger, and does not fully reflect the actual situation
in Yanming neighborhood. Meanwhile, inviting residents to complete the questionnaire online
excluded elderly residents who are not able to use smartphones from answering it. Therefore,
information gathered from the questionnaires does not fully reflect the general picture.
Opportunities for future research
For future research, it would be interesting to see how the descendants of the resettled
residents use the public space in the resettlement neighborhood. It is easy to imagine that
these younger generations do not share the reminiscence of rural life as their parents or
grandparents do. Growing up in an urbanized area, they may develop a different type of social
relations and adapt better to urban settings.
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Appendix I: List of Interview Respondents

ID

Classification

Gender

Age Cohort

Interview Date

Method

Duration
（minutes）

1

Resident

M

30-39

1 January, 2020

Formal

63

2

Resident

F

50-59

8 January, 2020

Formal

42

3

Resident

M

30-39

8 January, 2020

Formal

35

4

Resident

M

60-69

13 January, 2020

Formal

37

5

Resident

F

60-69

5 January, 2020

Informal

8

6

Resident

M

20-29

5 January, 2020

Informal

5

7

Resident

F

30-39

16 January, 2020

Informal

7

8

Leader of
Neighborhood
Committee

M

50-59

13 January, 2020

Formal

72

9

Senior Planner

F

40-49

11 January, 2020

Formal

67
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Appendix II: Sample Interview Questions
Neighborhood leader
1. How do residents use the public space within this neighborhood?


Which public space(s) is(are) the most popular one(s) among residents (or used the
most frequently by residents)?

2. How do residents transform (add, remove, substitute, change) some of the physical settings
of public space to accommodate their use?


Why do you think are they involved in such activity?

3. What are your opinions toward residents’ transformation of public space
(supportive/deprecating)?


Reasons for your attitude?

4. What kinds of public space do you think should be designed or added for this
neighborhood?


How will the space be used?

Neighborhood resident
1. What are some of the public spaces within the neighborhood you often go to?
2. How do you use the public space?


Specify season (if possible), days, time of a day, and other participants of the activity



Why do you involve in this activity?

3. Were you involved in any of these activities in the village you lived before?


Could you provide more details (time, frequency, participants, etc) on that?

4. When you are using public space in your neighborhood, what aspects do you like/dislike?


Any reasons for that?

5. How have you transformed (added, removed, substituted, changed) some of the physical
settings in public space to accommodate your usage of that space?
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Why did you do so?

6. What kinds of public space do you think should be designed or added for this
neighborhood?

Planner
1. What is the general planning and design process of resettlement neighborhoods in Shaanxi
Province (specifically in Xi’an City)?
2. What needs do you think the resettled villagers have for their living environment?


How has the design of resettlement neighborhoods responded to those needs?

3. How do you plan and design the public space in resettlement neighborhood?


How is it different from the design of public space in other commercial neighborhoods?

4. What are your opinions on the spontaneous transformation of public space by resettled
villagers?
5. How would you evaluate the quality of existing design for resettlement neighborhood?
6. What would you improve on the design for resettlement neighborhoods in the future?
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Appendix III: Online Questionnaire (English Version)
Survey on the Usage of Public Space in Yanming Neighborhood
Dear resident,
I am a graduate student in urban planning and would like to understand your usage of
public space in Yanming neighborhood. The purpose is to analyze the problems in the design of
the existing public space, and to propose suggestions on the future design of public space in
resettlement neighborhoods.
This survey is strictly based on statistical specifications, and all answers will only be used for
the purpose of analysis. You only need to select one or more of the options provided for each
question according to your actual situation by marking with a “√.” Your answer will represent
other resettled residents and will help to optimize the design of resettlement neighborhood. I
will keep your personal information strictly confidential, and thank you very much for your
support!

Please select one or more of the answers after each question (multiple choices with an * after
the question number). Please mark with a “√” in the [ ].

Section I: Basic Information
1. Your gender:
a. Male [

]

b. Female [

]

b.18−30 [

]

2. Your age:
a. below 18 [
e. 61−75 [

]

]

f. over 76 [

c. 31−45 [

]

d. 46−60 [

]

3. Your occupation:
a. sales person [

]

b. driver [

]

c. self-employed [
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]

]

d. student [

]

e. retired [

]

f. unemployed [ ]

e. other (please specify) [

]

4. Your average monthly income:
a. 0−500 CNY [ ]

b. 501−1000 CNY [ ]

d. 1501−2000 CNY [

]

c. 1001−1500 CNY [ ]

e. 2001−2500 CNY [ ]

g. other (please specify) [

f. 2501-3000 CNY [

]

]

5. The source of your income
a. employment [

]

b. from parents or second generations [

d. dividend of neighborhood income [
g. other (please specify) [

]

]

e. retirement payment [

c. rent revenue [
]

f. Pension[ ]

]

6. Your highest degree
a. never attended a school [

]

d. senior high school [

e. junior college [ ]

]

b. elementary school [ ]

g. other (please specify) [

c. junior high school [

f. bachelor’s degree[

]

Section II: Usage of Public Space
7*. Which one(s) of the following public space do you usually use?
a. entrance of residential buildings [

]

b. the Fitness Square (west of Building #3) [ ]
c. the Ping Pong Square (between Building #13 and Building #17) [ ]
d. public space with tree shade [

]

e. interior road and sidewalk [ ]

f. convenience stores in the neighborhood [ ]
g. activity room for card and mahjong [
h. diners in the neighborhood [

]

i. green areas with vegetables planted [
j. other (please specify) [

]

]

]
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]

]

]

8*. When do you usually use the public space?
a. before 8:00 [

]

b. 8:00-12:00 [

d. 14:00—18:00[ ]

]

e. after 18:00[

c. 12:00—14:00[ ]
]

f. other (please specify) [

]

9*. What is the frequency for you to use the public space?
a. once per day [ ]

b. twice per day [

d. other (please specify) [
10*.

]

b. 1-2 hours[

]

c. 2-3 hours[

d. other (please specify) [

]；

]

What activities do you usually do in public space?

a. exercising [

]

d. Dine [

e. Hang clothes [

]

b. play with kids [

g. play cards or mahjong [

]

]

]

c. chat with neighbors [

f. sit and rest[

]

]

h. collective activities(elections or opera) [

i. plant vegetables and flowers[
12*.

c. three times per day [ ]

How long do you use the public space every day?

a. 0-1 hour[ ]

11*.

]

]

j. other (please specify) [

]
]

Who do you normally have activities with in public space?

a. alone [

]

b. spouse [

e. grandchildren [

]

c. parents [ ]

]； f. neighbors [

h. other (please specify) [

d. daughter/son [ ]

]； g. friends [

]；

]

Section III: Transformation of Public Space
13*.

How have you transformed the public space in Yanming neighborhood?

a. plant vegetables and flowers [

]

b. construct a shed [ ]

c. pile up materials in public space[ ]
e. establish laundry rack [

]

d. place tables and chairs in public space [

f. host weddings and funerals [ ]

g. operate convenience store, diners, or small retail store [
h. other (please specify) [

]
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]；

]

14*.

Why did you engage in the activity above?

a. the quality of the public space is not good and I want to make it better [

]

b. it is not convenient to buy daily goods as there’s no supermarket nearby [

]

c. it is not convenient to dine as there’s no nearby restaurant [ ]
d. economic reasons (make more money or reduce expense) [

]

e. the housing unit could not suffice the needs [ ]
f. a habit has been formed in Dayanta Village [ ]
h. other (please specify) [
15*.

]

What positive impact do you think transforming the public space has on the

neighborhood and residents?
a. it is more convenient to purchase daily necessities for residents [

]

b. operating a business increases the income [ ]
c. planting vegetables and flowers makes the landscape better [ ]
d. planting vegetables helps residents save money [

]；

e. there is more social interaction between residents [
f. other (please specify) [
16*.

]；

]

What negative impact do you think transforming the public space has on the

neighborhood and residents?
a. not conducive to maintaining a good sanitary environment [ ]；
b. not conducive for people to lease their units [ ]
c. trigger conflicts between residents [

]

d. not conductive to the standardized management of the neighborhood[ ]
e. other (please specify) [

]

Section IV: Changes in using the Public Space
17*.

When you were living in Dayanta Village, what activities do you usually do in public
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space?
a. exercising [

]

d. Dine [

e. Hang clothes [

]

b. play with kids [

g. play cards or mahjong [

]

c. chat with neighbors [

f. sit and rest[

]

]

h. collective activities(elections or opera) [

i. plant vegetables and flowers[
18*.

]

]

]

j. other (please specify) [

]
]

Compared with Dayanta Village, which activity do you think is more convenient for you

to engage in at present?
a. exercising [

]

d. Dine [

e. Hang clothes [

]

b. play with kids [

g. play cards or mahjong [

]

c. chat with neighbors [

f. sit and rest[

]

]

h. collective activities(elections or opera) [

i. plant vegetables and flowers[
19*.

]

]

]

j. other (please specify) [

]
]

Compared with Dayanta Village, which activity do you think is less convenient for you

to engage in at present?
a. exercising [

]

d. Dine [

e. Hang clothes [

]

b. play with kids [

g. play cards or mahjong [

]

]

]

c. chat with neighbors [

f. sit and rest[

]

]

h. collective activities(elections or opera) [

i. plant vegetables and flowers[

]

j. other (please specify) [

]
]

Section V: Suggestions for the Design of Public Space
20*.

What problems do you think exist in the design of public space in Yanming

neighborhood?
a. the size of public space is too small [ ]

b. the fitness equipment is not enough [

c. the number of outdoor seats is not enough [ ]
e. the proportion of green area is small [ ]
g. no supermarket or groceries [
i. no exclusive parking space [

]

]

d. the interior road is narrow [

f. lack dining options [

]

h. lack the venue for collective activities [
j. other (please specify) [
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]

]

]
]

21*.

What public space or public facilities do you think should be added in Yanming

neighborhood?
a. add more fitness equipment [ ]
c. open more convenience stores [

b. increase the number of seats [
]

d. open new restaurants [

e. construct neighborhood activity center [

]

]

]

f. provide gardens for residents to plant [ ]
g. add street lamps to increase the luminance [ ]
h. construct underground parking [ ]

i. other (please specify) [

]

22. What other problems do you think exist in the design of public space in Yanming
neighborhood?

23. What do you think needs to be improved in the design of public space in Yanming
Community?

Thank you again for completing the survey!
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Appendix III: Online Questionnaire (Chinese Version)
“雁鸣小区公共空间使用情况”调查问卷
亲爱的小区居民：
您好！我是一名城市规划专业的研究生，想向您了解一下您居住的雁鸣小区公共空间
（住房以外的场所）的使用和需求状况。问卷的目的主要是通过分析雁鸣小区现有公共空
间在设计和配置方面存在的问题，提出优化安置小区公共空间设计的建议。调查研究结果
将用于促进安置小区的合理化、规范化设计，让更多居民从中受益。
本调查严格按照统计规范进行抽样，所有回答仅用于统计分析，您只需根据自己的实
际情况，从每道题提供的选项中选择一项或多项，在选项后面的[ ]内划“√”。您的回答
将代表和您一样的小区居民，并将对优化安置小区空间设计提供帮助。我将对您的个人信
息严格保密，请您放心！真诚感谢您的支持与帮助！
2020 年 2 月

提示：请在每道题后的答案中选择一项或多项（题号后带*号的可多选），在您
所选择的选项后面的[

]内划“√”。

一、受访者基本情况
1．您的性别：
①男[

]；

②女[

]。

2．您的年龄：
①18 岁以下[
⑤61−75 岁[

]；
]；

②18−30 岁[

]；

⑥76 岁以上[

]。

②汽车司机[

]；

③31−45 岁[

]；

④46−60 岁[

]；

3．您的职业是：
①公司销售[
⑤退休[

]；

]； ⑥无业[

]；

③个体经营者[

]；

④学生[

⑦其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

4．您的平均月收入是：
①0−500 元[

]；

②501−1000 元[

]；
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③1001−1500 元[

]；

]；

④1501−2000 元[

]；

⑤2001−2500 元[

⑦其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；

⑥2501-3000 元[

]；

]。

5.您的收入来源是：
①工作所得[

]；

②父母或子女补贴[

④社区分红收入[

]；

⑤退休金[

]；

⑦其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；

③住房租金收入[

⑥养老金[

]；

]；

]。

6．您的最高学历：
①未上过学[
⑤大专[

]；

]；

②小学[

⑥本科[

]；

]；

③初中[

]；

④高中[

]；

⑦其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

二、小区公共空间使用情况
7*.您经常使用的小区公共空间有：
①单元楼门口空地[

]；②健身器材广场（3 号楼西侧）[

③乒乓球广场（13 号与 17 号楼之间）[
⑤小区道路或路边休息空间[
⑦小区棋牌室或麻将室[
⑨小区内的自耕菜地[

]；

]；④小区里有树荫遮挡的空间[

]；⑥小区内的便利店或超市[

]；⑧小区内的自营餐馆[

]；

]；

]；

]；⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

8*.您一般在何时使用小区公共空间？
①上午 8:00 前[
14:00—18:00[

]； ②上午 8:00—12:00 [
]；⑤下午 18:00 以后[

⑥其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；③中午 12:00—14:00[

]；
]。

9*.您使用小区公共空间的频率是？
①1 次/每天[

]；

②2 次/每天[

]；

④其他（请填写具体内容）[

② 3 次/每天[

]；

]。

10*.您每天使用小区公共空间的时长大约是？
①0—1 小时[

]；

②1—2 小时[

④其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；

③2—3 小时[
]。
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]；

]；④下午

11*.您一般在小区公共空间进行的活动是：
①锻炼身体[

]；

②陪孩子玩耍[

④餐馆或小食店用餐[

]；

③邻里交往[

⑤晾晒衣物[

⑦棋牌娱乐（打牌、打麻将）[
[

]；

]；

]；

⑥静坐休息[

]；

]； ⑧村民集体活动（选举、唱大戏）[

]； ⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；⑨种花种菜

]。

12*.您一般和谁在小区公共空间进行活动？
①独自一人[
[

]； ②配偶[

]； ⑦朋友[

]；

]； ③父母[

]； ④子女[

⑧其他（请填写具体内容）[

]； ⑤孙辈[

]；

⑥邻居

]。

三、小区公共空间的改造情况
13*.您曾对小区的公共空间进行过以下哪些改造？
①开辟绿地种菜种花[

]；

④在公共空间摆放桌椅[

②搭建凉棚[

]； ③在公共空间堆放杂物[

]；⑤搭建晾衣架[

⑦开设便利店、餐馆、小超市[

]；

]； ⑥举办红白喜事[

⑧其他（请填写具体内容）[

您在小区公共空间进行上述改造的主要原因是？
①公共空间景观品质不好，想自己改善[
②小区附近没有超市，买东西不方便[

]；

③小区附近餐馆较少，就餐不便利[

]；
]；

④经济原因（赚钱补贴家用、节省生活开支）[
⑤住房面积不能满足家庭生活空间需求[
⑥过去的生活习惯[

]；

]；

]；

⑦其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

15*.您认为公共空间改造对小区和居民有哪些积极影响？
①开设小超市可以方便居民购买生活必需品[
②开设便利店和餐馆可以增加家庭收入[
③种花种菜能够美化小区环境[

]；

]；

④自己种菜能够节省一定的生活开支[

]；
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]；

]；

]；
]。14*.

⑤空间改造后居民交往更加密切[

]；

⑥其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

16*.您认为公共空间改造对小区和居民有哪些不利影响？
①不利于小区维持良好的卫生环境[
②不利于小区居民出租房屋[

]；

]；

③容易引发居民之间的各种矛盾[
④不利于小区的规范化管理[

]；

]；

⑤其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

四、公共空间使用的变化
17*.您在大雁塔村居住时，主要在公共空间进行过以下哪些活动？
①种花种菜[
⑤陪孩子玩耍[

]；

⑧锻炼身体[

②晾晒衣物[

]；⑥静坐休息[

]；

]；

]；

③邻里交往[

]；

⑦棋牌娱乐（打牌、打麻将）[

⑨村民集体活动（选举、唱大戏）[

⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

④外出用餐[

]；

]；

]；

]。

18*.与过去居住的大雁塔村相比，您认为在雁鸣小区公共空间进行哪些活动变得更为方便？
①户外锻炼[

]； ②陪孩子玩耍[

⑤外出用餐[

]； ⑥静坐休息[

菜[ ]；

⑨晾晒衣物[

]；

]； ③邻里交往[

]； ④棋牌娱乐[

]；

]； ⑦村民集体活动（选举、唱大戏）[
⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；⑧种花种

]。

19*.与过去居住的大雁塔村相比，您认为在雁鸣小区公共空间进行哪些活动不够方便？
①种花种菜[

]；

②晾晒衣物[

体活动（选举、唱大戏）[
⑨外出用餐[

]；

]；

③邻里交往[

]；⑥静坐休息[

]；④陪孩子玩耍[

]； ⑦棋牌娱乐[

⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

]。

五、对小区公共空间设计的建议
20*.您认为雁鸣小区的公共空间设计还存在哪些问题？
①公共空间面积太小[

]；

②锻炼设施配置较少[
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]；

]；⑤村民集

]；⑧锻炼身体[

]；

③休闲座椅数量不足[

]；

④小区内部道路设计狭窄[

]；

⑤小区绿地面积占比较小[

]；

⑥缺少餐饮服务场所配置[

]；

⑦没有规划生活超市用地[

]；

⑧缺少居民集体活动场地[

]；

⑨没有设计专用停车场所[

]；

⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

21*.您认为雁鸣小区还应该增设哪些公共空间或公共设施？
①增设体育健身设施[

]；

②增加公共区域休闲座椅[

③设立生活服务超市[

]；

④设置餐饮服务场所[

⑤建设社区公共活动中心[
⑦增设路灯，改善照明[

]；
]；

]；

⑥提供居民种花种树场所[
⑧建设地下停车库[

⑩其他（请填写具体内容）[

]；

]。

22.您认为雁鸣小区的公共空间设计中还存在哪些问题？

23.您认为雁鸣小区的公共空间设计有哪些需要改进的地方？

全卷答毕，再次向您表示诚挚的感谢！
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]；

]；

]。

